Useful Articles & Books on Academic Writing & Publication

Every writer has “favorite” resources about the process of academic writing and publication. The Writing for NACADA page includes the following:

- How to write an essay: 10 easy steps (source: The American University in Cairo)
- Online Writing Lab (source: Purdue University)
- 5 more ways to start writing (source: PhD2Published)
- How to get a useful critique (source: Vitae)
- From student affairs professional to student affairs scholar: Taking charge of the change you want to see (source: Academic Impressions)

In addition, the NACADA Journal page lists several other resources, including:

- The importance of persistence through the revision stage (source: Inside Higher Ed)
- 5 tips for publishing your first academic article (source: Student Pulse)
- How to get published in a journal: top tips from editors (source: The Guardian)
- Writing for an academic journal: 10 tips (source: The Guardian)
- Writing for a scholarly journal (source: Ronald Sabetelli)
- Writing an academic paper for publication (source: academia.edu)
- Coping with Criticism (source: Vitae)
- Responding to letters from editors (source: LinkedIn NASPA group)
- Techniques for easier and faster revisions (source: Vitae)

While not exhaustive, the preceding list provides novice writers a good start!